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"In Spring a young man's fancy turns to ... " Well, many things. Let's

consider one thing here at the moment: Your graphite electrodes, powders,

crucibles, and accessory items.

Purity is important; uniformity is, too. Service - that often used word - is a

mandatory aspect of modern business, particularly when the exact details of

the service to be rendered are spelled out. Service at Ultra Carbon Corporation

means personalized attention to your every graphite need on a direct basis to

you, as the consumer, from us, as the manufacturer. Ultra-Purity products,

packaged with Tender Loving Care, are shipped to you promptly upon

receipt of order from our voluminous stocks to reach you when you want them.

These are the service aspects from Ultra Carbon that we feel you have

become accustomed to through the years, and expect to continue. They will .

Here's another Springtime thought - You can reduce your expense for ordering

catalog electrodes by subscribing to Ultra Carbon's Blanket Purchase Plan.

Only one purchase order number will be necessary to cover your annual or semi-

annual graphite needs. Your purchasing agent will tell you that it costs lots

of dollars to process a requisition and purchase order. So why not limit it

to just one requisition and one order for your annual or semi-annual graphite

needs?

The Plan works this way: You specify the quantities of each type of catalog-

listed electrode or crucible or powder that you want shipped and the day of the

month you need them in your plant. We maintain the inventory here to

meet your needs. Should any change in quantities be necessary for any reason,

you need only phone, wire or write us and the change is automatically made.

You are invoiced only for the quantity sent to you in each monthly or bi-

monthly shipment.

You pay for only what you get, you get only what you need, but most

important, the things you need reach you when you want them.

Our many Blanket Purchase Plan customers are delighted with Ultra's

"Service", I'm certain you will be, too. Write or phone our Bay City Sales

Headquarters for further information about how this plan can benefit you.

Arcs & Sparks is published by Ultra Carbon Corporation, P. O. Box 747, Bay City, Michigan, for thel'Jadvancement of
the profession of spectros~opy. News stories, changes of address and other pertinent correspondence should b: direct-

ed to the Editor, Nick Grondin.



Cover Story

ON THE JOB - As Supervisor of Instrumental Analysis, Charles Pepper puts in many
busy days at National Lead Company of Ohio. Above, with C. E. Duff, he reviews
analytical data produced by the new automatic discriminating print.out system. Nine-
teen impurities are routinely determined in U308 samples with the Quantometer. (Re-
lated story and photographs, LABORA-STORYof the month, page B.)

For your excellent leadership we honor you
Charles E. Pepper

All the members of the Society for Applied Spectroscopy

join us in saluting Charles E. Pepper. He has done an

excellent job as president of SAS for 1964 and we sin-

cerely appreciate his fine leadership and many con-

tributions.

Charlie is Supervisor of Instrumental Analysis at Na-

tional Lead Company of Ohio, Cincinnati.

Charles E. Pepper first saw light of day in Wausau,

Wisconsin. He attended high school in Antigo and did

undergraduate work at the University of vVisconsin and

Maryville College, Maryville, Tennessee. He earned his

B.S. degree in chemistry at Maryville.

He took his first job in 1947 as an analytical chemist for

Union Carbide Nuclear Company in Oak Ridge, Ten-

nessee, (K-25 Plant). He spent three years in optical

emission spectroscopy with Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory (Y-12 Plant). In 1953 he joined National Lead

Company of Ohio as section leader of spectrochemical

development group. In 1958 he assumed his present

position. His group - 30 people strong - is concerned

with X-ray spectrometric, mass spectrometric, optical

emission spectrochemical and radiometric analytical

work.

Charlie has co-authored many articles. His latest work,

submitted for publication in Applied Spectroscopy, is

titled, "An Automatic Discriminating Print-Out System

for Quantometric Analysis." He is very active in SAS

work. In addition to serving as national president, he

has served as president of the Ohio Valley Section in

1958, and Cincinnati Section, 1959. His membership

experience in SAS includes the following national com-

mittees: membership, sustaining member, local section

awards, publications, constitution by-laws and program.

He also holds Society Membership in ASTM E-2.

As the father of four sons, ranging from 17 to 9, you can

imagine where his interests are and where his spare time

goes ... not to mention Mrs. Pepper's. He is a Pee

Wee football coach, using his three years of college foot-

ball experience to help guide the youngsters. You prob-

ably remember Charlie in the very first Tangerine Bowl

game played in Orlando. Even with Charlie at halfback,

Maryville couldn't contain Catawba Col1ege of North

Carolina.

His hobbies are philately (Canadian regular and r~v-

enue issues), ice skating, reading (non-fiction) and

collecting books on World War II. Charlie served in

World War II as S/Sgt. in the rifle platoon of the 103rd

Infantry Division. He was awarded three battle stars,

the purple heart and bronze star.

CHARLES E. PEPPER - we dedicate this issue to you

for the many hours you have spent so unselfishly in

serving the Society for Applied Spectroscopy. Thanks.
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The 16th

PITTSBURGH

CONFERENCE

It was another big success. Just as everyone expected.

The 16th Pittsburgh Conference on analytical chemistry

and applied spectroscopy, held March 1 thru 5, 1965,

attracted over 4,000 registrants.

A complete and interesting program was arranged by

the Analytical Chemistry Group, Pittsburgh Section,

American Chemical Society and the Spectroscopy So-

ciety of Pittsburgh. Special congratulations go to Bruce

M. LaRue for his work in coordinating all the commit-

tees and doing a top-notch job as president of the con-

ference.

L. S. Birks

Honored

At Pittsburgh

The Exposition of Modern Laboratory Equipment gen-

erated unusual excitement. All the organizations par-

ticipating in the exposition deserve a special "thank you"

for the work involved in displaying their equipment.

Tours to the research laboratories in the area were

stimulating trips, and the relaxing social activities pro-

vided an opportunity to meet old friends and new ac-

quaintances.

Under the direction of James P. McKaveney, the 17th

Conference is scheduled for February 21-25, 1966. That

should be another dandy. See you there.

The 1965 Pittsburgh Spectroscopy Award was presented

to Lavern S. Birks (left), at the 16th Pittsburgh Con-

ference, by James E. Paterson, Chairman of the Spec-

troscopy Society of Pittsburgh.

Mr. Birks has made some outstanding contributions to

his field - x-ray and electron probe spectroscopy. His

research, invention, written and spoken words have

benefited the scientific world to an enormous degree.

He is a pioneer in the study of electron probe micro-

analyzer, combining two fields of his interest, x-ray spec-

troscopy and electron microscopy, to a great advantage.

Mr. Birks has authored or co-authored over 70 scientific

papers; two of his books, "X-Ray Spectrochemical

Analysis" and "Electron Probe Microanalysis," are in-

dispensable to the x-ray and electron probe spe.ctrosco-

pist.

Mr. Birks joined the Naval Research Laboratory as a

physicist in 1942, and is serving there today as chief of

the X-ray Optics Branch.

Congratulations on an award you richly deserve.
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The

Coblentz

Society

Awards

The Coblentz Society, National Society of Infrared

Spectroscopists, honored three gentlemen during the

Pittsburgh Conference. Dr. A. Lee Smith, President of

the Society, passed out the awards. Our congratulations

to three distinguished spectroscopists.

(Top photo) Professor Harrison Mc-

Allister Randall of the University

of Michigan, was honored in rec-

ognition of his 65 years of out-

standing research.

Dr. Robert Snyder (left) Shell De-

velopment Corporotion; and Dr.

William (Bill) Fateley (center), Mel-

lon Institute, were presented

awards for their outstanding con·

tributions.

1966

CHIEFS

THINK BIG - That's what these four will be doing

between now and next February 21. They're officers

for the 17th Pittsburgh Conference and have a big job

ahead. But with all their experience it should be no

problem at all. We're sure they'll do a fine job and we

look for big things next year in Pittsburgh. Left to right:

Richard Oliver of Alcoa Research, Treasurer; Richard

Hein of Mellon Institute, Program Chairman; James

McKaveney of Crucible Steel Research, President; and

Robert Mainier of Koppers Company Research.
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PIX 0 F PITTSBURGH

A CONFERENCE - It wouldn't be one without

these two ... Edwin Hodge (left) ond Charles

North.
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1965 PITTSBURGH CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE COMMITTEES

President BRUCE M. LARuE, National Steel Corp. - R&D

Vice President JAMES P. McKAVENEY, Crucible Steel Corp. - Research

Treasurer FRANK E. DICKSON, NMR Specialties, Incorporated

Assistant Treasurer RICHARD T. OLIVER, Alcoa Research Labs.

Exposition Chairman .. " JOSEPH R. RYAN, Harbison-Walker Ref. Co. - Research

Exposition Chairman-Elect ROBERT MAINIER, Koppers Company - Research

Program Chairman WILLIAM G. F ATELEY, Mellon Institute

Program Chairman-Elect RICHARD E. HEIN, Mellon Institute

SUBCOMMITTEES
PROGRAM:

CHEMICAL ANALYSES, INORGANIC
Co-chairman ......... OSCARMENIS, Nuclear Materials & Equipment Corp.

A. E. WEBER, Callery Chemical CO.

CHEMICAL ANALYSES, ORGANIC
Co-chairman ......... J. O. FROHLIGER,Duquesne University

R. BAYER,Duquesne University

EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY
Co-chairman ......... E. M. DUBOIS,Spectrochemical Labs.

J. K. HURWITZ,U. S. Steel Corporation

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
Co-chairman ......... C. F. GLICK, U. S. Steel Corporation

C. J. LEFTAULT,JR., Aluminum Company of America

MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY
Co-chairman ......... M. R. BASILA,Gulf Res. & Dev. Co.

C. V. BERNEY,Mellon Institute

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY
Co-chairman ......... J. J. BURKE,Mellon Institute

S. M. CASTELLANO,Mellon Institute

X-RAy SPECTROSCOPY
Co-chairman ......... R. K. SCOTT,Harbison-Walker Refractories Co.

E. L. WETZEL, U. S. Steel Corporation

SPECIAL STEEL SYMPOSIUM
Chairman ............ H. B. TAYLOR,Universal-Cyclops Steel Corp.

PRINTING
Chairman ............ J. W. PRACHT,Fisher Scientific Company

ARRANGEMENTS:
Chairman MARKBAMBENEK,University of Pittsburgh
Chairman-Elect OWEN H. KRIEGE,Westinghouse Research Labs.

EMPLOYMENT:
Chairman WILLIAM M. HICKAM,Westinghouse Research Labs.
Chairman-Elect MAX KATZ, United States Steel Research Labs.

REGISTRATION:
Chairman GERALDL. CARLSON,Mellon Institute
Chairman-Elect HARRYFRACEK,Fisher Scientific Company

ROBERTE. WITKOWSKI,Mellon Institute

PUBLICITY:
Chairman EARL N. ROPER, Weirton Steel Company
Chairman-Elect JOSEPHA. FELDMAN,Duquesne University

ACTIVITIES:
Chairman CHARLESJ. MCCAFFERTY,Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.
Chairman-Elect ALEXANDERJ. KAVOULAKIS,Shenango, Incorporated

MARGARETS. BENTLEY,Mellon Institute

HOUSING: (HOTEL LIAISON AND HOUSING COORDINATOR)
Chairman RALPH HOST, Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
Chairman-Elect LASZLOC. PASZTOR,J .& L. Research Lab.

ADVISORY:
Chairman, 1963 JAMES E. PATERSON,Westinghouse Research Labs.
Chairman, 1964 FRANCISP. BYRNE,Westinghouse Research Labs.
International Liaison RUDOLPHB. FRICIONI, Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp.

FOIL A. MILLER, Mellon Institute
Secretary ..........•. MISS G. JANE HARTER,Westinghouse Electric Corp.



The AEC's Feed Materials Praduction Center at Fernald, Ohio. This installation, operated by the National
lead Company of Ohio, encompasses 1050 acres, 20 miles northwest of Cincinnati and represents an
Investment of $115 million.

LABOR A-STORY
of the month

THE NATIONAL LEADCOMPANY OF OHIO

CINCINNATI, OHIO

Spectroscopy is used daily to safeguard product quality

at one of the world's largest uranium production plants.

This plant, operated by the National Lead Company of

Ohio for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, produces

tonnage quantities of high-purity U03, UF 4, uranium

metal, uranium alloys and thorium nitrate. The uranium

metal and alloys are fabricated into fuel elements sub-

sequently used in the Commission's plutonium produc-

tion reactors. In recent years, this site has become a

major facility for the recovery of uranium residues

generated within the AEC complex.

The Company's Technical Division is responsible for

( 1) developing new or improved chemical and metal-

lurgical processes, (2) rendering technical assistance to

the production plants in solving operational problems,

and (3) providing analytical, chemical and quality con-

trol services. Each day more than 300 employees are

busily engaged in the five departments: Analytical,

Chemical, Metallurgical, Pilot Plant, and Quality Con-

tro 1.

The Analytical Department provides complete analytical

services for all production facilities and the Technical

Division. These services require the extensive use of

specialized instrumentation such as optical emission,

X-ray and absorption spectrometers, mass spectrometers,

neutron activation equipment, radiometric detection sys-

tems, radiographic equipment, surface area and pore

volume equipment, vacuum fusion, thermal gravimetric

and electrometric instrumentation. The largest single

analytical load is that involved in the control of product

quality. Samples are taken daily from many points

along the production streams for analysis. Hence, most

of the samples received in the Analytical Department

are reactor-grade uranium metal, alloys, and uranium

compounds. However, all raw materials, process ma-

terials, by-products, plant residues, and thorium pro-

ducts are also subject to analyses. Approximately

625,000 determinations are reported from 185,000 sam-

ples per year.

As one might expect, where the final product has maxi-
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C. J. Oblinger uses the time-of-

flight moss spectrometer to study

the vaporization rates of uranium

alloys.

R. J. Hellmann and R. D. Ohlinger

operate gas type mass spectro-

meters to determine the wt. % of

the U-235 isotope in uranium (UF6)

samples.

mum permissible impurity levels in the ppm range, and

for some impurities, less than 1 ppm, the Spectrochem-

ical Laboratory performs the major portion of the total

analyses. For example, one routine procedure employ-

ing carrier distillation techniques with a Quantometer

uses nearly 200,000 spectrographic graphite electrodes

each year.

To increase the efficiency of the Quantometer a

SCARFU (Simultaneous Charge And Read Function

Unit) was developed. This unit, which is now in rou-

tine use, permits the Quantometer to charge one bank

of condensers from a sample electrode being excited at

the same time as the charges from a previously excited

electrode, which had been stored on another bank of

condensers, are read out. The SCARFU modification

has produced a 30% saving in Quantometer analytical

time while permitting one technician to do the work

formerly done by two.

In another recent modification to the Quantometer, a

custom designed, automatically discriminating print-out

Page 9

unit was installed. With this unit, three-digit ppm

values of 19 elements determined in U308 are printed
for duplicate analyses. The average values for the

duplicate analyses are determined and are compared

electronically with programmed parameters (such as a

limit of difference between duplicate analyses, upper

reporting limit and lower reporting limit) before being

printed automatically in red. The use of this print-out

eliminates many potential sources of error encountered

daily in data reading, recording, calculating and dis-

crimination procedures.

Automation is employed in production control analyses

wherever practical. Other examples of this can be seen

in the Mass Spectrometric Section where precise deter-

minations of the U-235 isotope in uranium are made

daily. Since the four mass spectrometers (soon to be

increased to six) are gas-type instruments, all solid and

liquid uranium samples must be Huorinated to the

gaseous UF 6 form. The exothermic reaction, U308 +
F 2 -+ UF 6, is difficult to control and is always poten-

(Continued on next page)



G. R. Blank uses the 100 KY X-ray spectrometer to deter-

mine minute quantities of zirconium which have been

chemically concentrated and separoted from uranium.

B, l. Twitty adjusts the deuterium flow

rate on the neutron generator prepara-

tory to activating oxygen in a magnesium

sample with 14 Mev neutrons,

tially dangerous. However, with a custom-designed

fluorination system incorporating air-operated fluorine

valves and an electronic programmer and remote con-

trols, a 0,5 g U308 sample in a copper tube can be con-

verted to UF 6 within 5 minutes safely and routinely in

a closed hood.

The mass spectrometers themselves have been modified.

An automatic UF 6 sample inlet system controlled by

electronic programmers permits the routine isotopic

analysis of a single sample (at the level of 0,7115 wt %

U-235) in 12 minutes, Each analysis has a limit of error

of ± 0,0007 or better at the 95% confidence level.

Neutron activation analysis, involving nuclear spectros-

copy, has been automated also. A custom-designed

electronic sequential programmer controls the complete

activation cycle, The programmer transports the sample

in a polyethylene capsule to the neutron generator

through a pneumatic tube, starts and stops the ne~ltron

irradiation of the sample, transports the sample to the

scintillation counter, starts and stops a multi- or single-

channel analyzer to count the selected gamma-ray ac-

tivity and transports the sample to a safe storage con- .

tainer. The accumulated analytical data can be recorded

on punched paper tape or magnetic tape, or it can be

recorded with an IBM automatic typewriter or an X-Y

point plotter,

This trend towards automation and, hence, more effi-
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J. A. Freitag and J. W. Robinson, Analyti-

cal Deportment Head, discuss the infrared

spectrum of an organic solvent used in

the thorium purification process.

W. W. Steigerwalt and M. L. Jursik oper-

ate an atomic absorption spectrophoto-

meter to determine ppm quantities of cal-

cium directly in an aqueous thorium solu-

tion.

;1

..t..1

cient analysis is, of course, a team effort by the entire

Analytical Department. However, much of the success

of this program is attributable to two electronics spe-

cialists, J. Kramer and M. R. Bailey, who not only main-

tain all of the instrumentation, but also design, construct

and install new equipment.

A large versatile Analytical Department of the type

found at the National Lead Company of Ohio has the

advantage of being able to supply the specific analytical

technique most appropriate for a given problem. Close

liaison exists among all laboratories within the depart-

ment. For example, radiochemical tracers may be used

to determine how much iron is retained by a spectro-

graphic electrode, or how well minute amounts of uran-

ium can be chemically separated from thorium in a resin

column. Each particular group is responsible for the de-

velopment of its own procedures.

Although the National Lead Company of Ohio may be

considered to be a youngster when compared with the·

AEC's older national laboratories, it has made important

contributions to the advancement of uranium fuel tech-

nology. Spectroscopy has played a prominent role in

these achievements

(Continued on next page)
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J. K. Reusch uses a microphotometer to

determine ppm quantities of boron and

iron in magnesium oxide samples which

have been spectrographed.

A. J. Pardi uses copper electrodes and

the copper spark technique with the 3.4

meter Wadsworth grating spectrograph

to determine individual rare earths chem-

ically separated from uranium.

C. L. Thompson and W. H. Dingeldein

prepare a plasma jet source for exciting

solution samples on a 3 meter grating

spectrograph.
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w. A. Althaus and M. M. Cook

study the structvre of uranium

alloys with the electron microscope.

J. W. Colby studies the composition of phases in uranium alloys with

the electron microprobe.

Page 13

K. M. Fritz uses a solid state detector and alpha spectrometry to de-

termine polonium isotopes in water samples.



New $1.5 million College of Architecture and Fine Arts complex

opened in January at the University of Florida, Gainesville.

Lucky 13th In

FLORIDA

The 13th Annual Southeastern Symposium on Spectros-

copy held at the University of Florida attracts more

registrants every year - and not just because we like to

visit the Sunshine State in January. On the program for

the two-day meeting were lectures by outstanding recog-

nized authorities; and the research facilities on the Uni-

versity campus continue to show remarkable gains from

year to year.

Basic theme of the meeting was in the field of atomic

absorption spectroscopy. John Norris of Jarrell-Ash,

Dave Manning of Perkins Elmer, and J. C. Burger of

Westinghouse were principal lecturers in their fields.

An added feature was the lecture, "Principles and Ap-

plications of Internal Reflection Spectroscopy," present-

ed by Paul A. Wilks, Jr., of Wilks Scientific Corporation.

Ideal temperatures, fine food, excellent entertainment by

University students and an atmosphere of friendliness

combmed to make learning at the Florida Symposium

an enjoyable process.

Page 14

OFFICERS - These three officers of the Southeastern Section of SAS
can be proud of their results in another fine meeting at Gaines-
ville. Left to right, Ivan L Glaze of American Cast Iron Pipe
Company, Birmingham, Alabama, Secretary-Treasurer; Janus Y.
Ellenburg of Hayes International Corporation, Birmingham, President;
and J. Allen Wheat of Savannah River Plant, Du Pont Corporation,
Vice President.



HERE THEY ARE - all smiling and happy

to be at the Southeastern Symposium. If

you want to count heads, see if you

come up with the same number we did -

55. That's about a 20 per cent increase in

the number of heads in last year's picture.

WHERE DO WE START? Visitors to the

University of Florida for the 13th annual

Southeastern Symposium on Spectroscopy

are shown between sessions of the two·

day meeting, planning a tour of the

Univers:ty campus. Left to right, R. A.

Mavrodineanu, Philips laboratories, Briar.

cliff Manor, N. Y.; Ray Hughes, also of

Philips Laboratories; David Manning; and

J. Allen Wheat.

The Nuclear Sciences Building at the University of Florida is one of

the modern buildings that have helped the school become a center of

education and research in Florida.

Page 15

CHALK TALK? Dave Manning manning the chalk before the three

ather lecturers at Florida meeting. Looking on are (starting at the

left):. Paul A. Wilks, Jr.; J. C. Burger; and Jahn A. Norris.



the

g~rapevlne

CLEVELAND - The Ninth Annual Conference is com-

ing up May 25, 1965. This one-day meeting is sponsored

jointly by the Cleveland Section of SAS and Analytical

Group, Cleveland Section of American Chemical So-

ciety, and Western Reserve University and Case Insti-

tute of Technology. Three workshops on spectroscopy

are on the program:

(1) Ferrous and non-ferrous; A. J. Herdle, chief chemist,

US Steel, moderator

( 2) Petroleum, polymers and paints; Dr. James Har-

wood, University of Akron, moderator

(3) Ceramics, refractories and minerals; Dr. Glenn H.

McIntyre, Coors Spectro-Chemical Laboratory, mod-

erator

General co-chairmen are: Robert Farrell, Sohio; and M.

Bozsin, Ferro Corporation. The conference will be held

at Newton D. Baker Hall on the campus of Western

Reserve.

CALIFORNIA STATE - A two-week summer institute

in Modern Spectroscopy, under the joint direction of

Professors S. George and Walter J. Lehmann (Univer-

sity of California at Riverside), will be held at California

State College, Long Beach, from June 1-11, 1965. This

is intended for personnel from industry, and academic

and government laboratories. Lectures and laboratory

will include atomic spectra, lasers, infrared and Raman

spectra, nuclear magnetic resonance, electron paramag-

netic resonance, and rare earth resonance. Faculty will

be from the University of California at Los Angeles, the

University of California at Riverside, California State

College at Long Beach, and Beckman Instruments. For

further information write to:

Dr. S. George, Department of Physics-Astronomy

California State College at Long Beach

Long Beach, California 90804

ANACHEM CONFERENCE - The 1965 Conference

will be held at the McGregor Memorial Conference

Center on the Wayne State University campus on Oc-

tober 19, 20, and 21. An outstanding program is planned

in joint collaboration with the Detroit Section of the

Optical Society of America, featuring nationally known

analytical chemists discussing subjects of wide interest,

special symposia, an exhibit of new instruments and

equipment, and the presentation of the Anachem Award

to an outstanding analytical chemist. Symposia are

planned on the following subjects:

Gas Chromatography

Thin Layer Chromatography

Spectroscopy: Clinical and Industrial Applications

Biochemical Techniques

Organic Analysis

Petroleum Analysis

Applications of Kinetics and Mechanisms to Analytical

Chemistry.

COORS PORCELAIN COMPANY of Golden, Colorado,

has recently established a new division - Coors Spectro-

Chemical Laboratory for chemical and non-destructive

testing services to industry. This new facility is located

in a modern two-story building adjacent to the porcelain

plant. In addition to a large and well-equipped chem-

ical laboratory, the instrumentation includes spectro-

graphs, complete fluorescent and diffraction x-ray, elec-

tron microscope and metallographic, particle size and

surface area determination apparatae. A specially im-

portant service to the electronic and ceramic industry is

provided through the 150 K. V. constant potential radio-

graphic unit which has a fractional millimeter focal spot.

Dr. Glenn H. Mcintyre

A small machine shop is available for preparation of

metal samples for analysis including that of gases by

carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen determination

instruments.
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Coors Spectro-Chemical Laboratory is staffed with ex-

perienced personnel in all principal areas of chemical

analysis and non-destructive testing of inorganic and

many organic materials. Ceramics, metals, soils and

plant tissue, water, air and dust samples, general trace

element content, and rare earth determinations are rou-

tine. Other areas of special experience are particle size

and surface area measurements of finely divided ma-

terials and radiographic examination of ceramic metal

and grain products. In addition to the regular labora-

tory staff of chemists, spectrographers and radiologists,

scientists in various disciplines including biologists, met-

allurgists, ceramists and rheologists are available for

consultation.

Dr. Glenn H. McIntyre is manager of this new division.

He has long been active in The American Ceramic and

American Chemical Societies. Currently, he is first vice

chairman of ASTM committee C-22, on porcelain enamel

and related ceramic metal systems. He was formerly

president of National Spectrographic Laboratories, Inc.

of Cleveland, Ohio, and before that was vice president

and technical director of Ferro Corporation in Cleve-

land, Ohio.

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO - Dr. Edward U. Con-

don, Professor of Physics and Astrophysics at the Univer-

sity of Colorado, points to an artist's conception of the

new Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics now

under construction on the University's Boulder campus.

Dr. Condon, who is a Fellow of the newly organized

Joint Institute, is currently engaged in research in

atomic physics and theoretical spectroscopy, and will be

the guest speaker at the Official Banquet of the 4th

National Meeting of the Society for Applied Spectros-

copy in Denver on August 31. The Society's annual

meeting, which will run from August 30 through Sep-

tember 3, will take place at the Denver Hilton Hotel

and will include an Exposition of Modern Laboratory

Equipment. The new Joint Institute where Dr. Condon

will pursue his research activities will cost about $2

million, and is scheduled for completion in Spring of

1966. A part of the total cost is being defrayed by a

grant of $900,000 from the National Science Foundation.

Prior to coming with the Joint Institute in 1963, Dr.

Condon was Professor of Physics at Washington Uni-

versity in St. Louis from 1956, and was concurrently

Visiting Professor of Physics at Oberlin College in 1962

and 1963. He has also held academic posts at Columbia,

Princeton and Minnesota Universities. Dr. Condon was

appointed by President Harry F. Truman as the fourth

Director of the National Bureau of Standards in 1945,

and served in that capacity until 1951, when he became

Director of Research for Corning Glass Works in Com-

ing, N.Y. A member of the government's S-l Committee

on making atomic bombs in 1941, Dr. Condon also

served as a member of the National Advisory Committee

for Aeronautics from 1945 to 1951, and was a member

of the President's Evaluation Commission for Naval

Atomic Bomb Tests in 1946. Dr. Condon took his

Bachelor of Arts degree at the University of California

in 1924, and received his Doctorate in Philosophy at the

same institution just two years later. He also holds an

honorary degree of Doctor of Science from the Univer-

sity of Delhi in India.

Dr. Condon's banquet address is expected to touch on

matters of specific interest to spectroscopists and those

in related disciplines, since much of his own current re-

search is in the field of theoretical spectroscopy. Dr.

Condon is Editor of Reviews of Modern Physics, quar-

terly journal of the American Physical Society; Chairman

of the Editorial Board of International Science and

Technology, a monthly magazine; and is a member of

the National Science Foundation's Commission of Col-

lege Physics.

ED JAYCOX - A testimonial dinner in honor of Edwin

K. Jaycox is being planned by the New York Section of

SAS. He retired after 45 years of service with Bell

Telephone Laboratories, devoting most of his profession-

al life to the field of e.mission spectroscopy. With sev-

eral others, he founded the New York Section and pub-

lished the Bulletin, which became Applied Spectroscopy.

He will speak informally on "Reminiscences of the Early

Days of Emission Spectroscopy," at the dinner. The

date is Friday, September 17, Whytes Restaurant, 147

Fulton Street, NYC, at 7 p.m. (Cocktails 6 to 7, courtesy

of NY Section.) Cost is $7.50 per person. Please make

your reservations by September 7, indicating choice ·of

prime ribs of beef or broiled Maine lobster tails. Every-

one invited, including wives. It should be an enjoyable

"non-technical" evening. Make checks payable to Soci-

ety for Applied Spectroscopy and send to:

D. L. Nash

Room 1A-30l

Bell Telephone Laboratories

Murray Hill, New Jersey.

(Continued on next page)
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The Grapevine. Continued

EASTERN ANALYTICAL SYMPOSIUM - The sev-

enth Eastern Analytical Symposium will be held Novem-

ber 17, 18, and 19, 1965, at the Statler-Hilton Hotel, New

York. The symposium is sponsored jointly by the An-

alytical Groups of the New York and North Jersey Sec-

tions of the American Chemical Society; the American

Microchemical Society; and the Baltimore-Washington,

Delaware Valley, New England, and New York Sections

of the Society for Applied Spectroscopy.

The officers of the Eastern Analytical Symposium for

1965 are:

General Chairman - Charles W. Pifer, Hoffman-La-

Roche Inc.

Chairman-Elect - David W. Robertson, General Re-

fractories Co.

Secretary - Robert J. Carls, Mobil Chemical Co.

Treasurer - Edward G. Brame, E. I. du Pont de

Nemours and Co.

Program Chairman - Bourdon F. Scribner, National

Bureau of Standards

Arrangements Chairman - Harold J. Pazdera, Charles

Pfizer and Co.

Publicity Chairman - Martin E. McGoldrick, Armco

Steel Corp.

Exhibition Chairman - Joseph Grodsky, Ortho Phar-

maceutical Corp.

Employment Chairman - George E. Heinze, Johnson

and Johnson

Students Award Chairman - Charles H. North National

Lead Co. '

Following the successful pattern of previous years, the

technical program of the 1965 Eastern Analytical Sym-

posium will consist of selected invited papers on topics

of interest to analysts, with emphasis on recent develop-

ments. Suggestions for program topics and speakers

are invited from all interested persons; these should be

submitted to the Program Chairman, Bourdon F. Scrib-

ner, Spectrochemistry Division, National Bureau of

Standards, Washington, D.C. For further information

on EAS, contact Publicity Chairman, Martin E. Mc-

Goldrick, Armco Steel Corp., P. O. Box 1697, Baltimore,

Md. 21203.

ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY will again offer two

different and distinct courses in spectroscopy during the

summer of 1965. The fifth annual program in Infrared

and Ultraviolet Absorption Spectroscopy, August 2-6,

and the tenth annual program in Modern Industrial

Spectroscopy, August 16-27, are particularly designed

for chemists and others from industrial laboratories

which make use of spectrophotometric and spectro-

graphic equipment respectively. These intensive courses

of lectures and practical laboratory work serve to train

personnel to staff these installations.

Each program includes basic theoretical considerations

and practical instrumental training, with the first course

devoted principally to infrared techniques and the sec-

ond to optical emission techniques. Four hours of lec-

ture each morning will serve to present the theory, in-

strumentation, and applications of the various spectro-

scopic methods. Each student will then spend every

afternoon working in the laboratory under the direct

guidance and supervision of experienced technical per-

sonnel.

The instructional staff includes members of the Depart-

ments of Chemistry and Physics at Arizona State Uni-

versity augmented by guest lecturers from industrial

laboratories. Enrollment in each course is limited to

insure each student adequate time for personal opera-

tion of the instruments. At least ten infrared spectro-

photometers and five spectrographs, together with the

necessary auxiliary equipment, are available for the two

courses respectively. The cost for the infrared program

is $125 and the cost for the emission program is $200.

For complete information please write to

Dr. Jacob Fuchs, Director

Modern Industrial Spectroscopy

Arizona State University

Tempe, Arizona

BOSTON COLLEGE - The annual two-week course in

Modern Industrial Spectrography will be conducted

from July 19 thru 30, 1965, at Boston College. The

course is designed particularly for chemists and physi-

cists from industry desirous of learning the techniques of

emission spectroscopy for use in analytical work. Ad-

dress correspondence to

Rev. James J. Devlin, S. J., Director;

Department of Physics

Boston College

Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167.

4TH NATIONAL MEETING of the Society for Applied

Spectroscopy will take place at the center of an area of

vigorous and rapidly growing research and development

activity. Denver, Colo., which will host the neut from

Aug. 30 through Sept. 3, 1965, has become the hub of

a sci~ntific complex of considerable geographical extent,

serving a wide variety of separate disciplines.

The complex stretches from Laramie, Wyo., to Albu-
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querque, N.M., and takes in Ft. Collins, Boulder, Den-

ver, Golden, Colorado Springs, Sandia and Los Alamos.

It contains major research centers in aerospace, agro-

biology, Arctic ecology, astrophysics, atmospheric

studies, cryogenics, geochemistry and geophysics, high

altitude phenomena, hydraulics and hydrology, medicine

and surgery, nuclear physics and the technologies of

coal, oil shale, plutonium and other energy resources.

Six of the major educational institutions in the area lie

within a few miles of Denver itself. These are: Colorado

State University at Ft. Collins, the University of Colo-

rado in Boulder, Colorado School of Mines at Golden,

Denver's own University of Denver, the U. S. Air Force

Academy near Colorado Springs, and Colorado College

in Colorado Springs itself. All of these institutions in-

corporate major research facilities in one or more fields.

Among these facilities are the Agricultural Experiment

Station at Colorado State University; the University of

Colorado's High Altitude Observatory, Arctic Alpine Re-

search Station, new NASA Laboratory for Atmospheric

and Space Physics and Joint Institute for Laboratory

Astrophysics in the Boulder; and the University's Medi-

cal Center complex in Denver, where a joint program

with the Veterans Administration Hospital in Denver has

produced notable developments in kidney, liver and

other organ transplant surgery.

Other major university-connected research facilities in-

clude the Colorado Astronautical Research Laboratory

at the Air Force Academy, and the Colorado School of

Mines Research Foundation. In addition to its basic

researches in all fields of mining and metallurgy, in

which it has made notable contributions, the School of

Mines Research Foundation also operates the U.S. Bu-

reau of J\;fjnes experimental oil shale facility near Rifle,

Colo.

Another major contributor to advances in oil shale tech-

nology, as well as in many other fields, is the University

of Denver's Denver Research Institute, also known to

spectroscopists for its sponsorship of the Annual Con-

ference on Applications of X-Ray Analysis. By special

arrangement, the 1965 X-Ray Conference has been

scheduled to dovetail with the 4th National Meeting, so

that both events may be attended on the same Denver

trip.

Research centers of a national character in the area in-

clude the Bureau of Mines Oil Shale Research Facility at

Laramie, Wyo.; the National Bureau of Standards -

celebrating its tenth anniversary in Colorado dllring

1965 - and the National Center for Atmospheric Re-

search in Boulder; and the U.S. Geological Survey, Bu-

reau of Reclamation, and Fish & Wildlife Service fa-

cilities at Denver's Federal Center complex. Oil shale

technology, cryogenics, atmospherics, geochemistry and

geophysics, hydrology and hydraulics, and studies in

conservation and the ecologies of natural communities

are some of only the principal interests of these various

centers.

Also in the national picture are the Atomic Energy

Commission's various nuclear research and development

centers: at the Rocky Flats Plant operated by Dow

Chemical Company near Denver, at the Kaman Nuclear

Facility near Colorado Springs, and at Los Alamos and

Sandia Base in New Mexico. Supplementing research at

these centers are programs in the atomic and nuclear

areas at several educational institutions - notably the

researches in atomic physics under Dr. Edward U. Con-

don at the University of Colorado's newly established

Department of Physics and Astrophysics.

Major aerospace research centers in the overall complex

include Ball Brothers Research in Boulder, Sundstrand

Aviation in Denver, Martin's "complex-within-a-com-

plex" just southwest of Denver, and Sandia Corporation

at Sandia Base near Albuquerque. From Ball Brothers'

research and development work on the Orhiting Astro-

nomical and Orbiting Solar Observatory satellites to

Martin's Titan boosters, these centers span the entire

breadth of the nation's vast missile and space industry.

Medical and surgical research and development pro-

grams commanding international attention are also fo-

cussed in Denver. In addition to the already famous

organ transplants which have developed out of the joint

basic research of the Veterans Administration Hospital

and the University of Colorado Medical Center, note

must be made of the advanced program of multiple-

factor pituitary hormone extraction, with attendant pro-

tein chemistry studies, at the Veterans Administration

Hospital, and of the vast and complex program of nu-

tritional research at the U.S. Army Medical Research

and Nutrition Laboratory based at Fitzsimons Hospital

just east of Denver.

Commanding international attention as well are the

basic and clinical research in asthma and related con-

ditions at the Children's Asthma Research Institute and

Hospital in Denver, and the parallel program in chronic

respiratory diseases at the National Jewish Hospital at

Denver. Of recent note also at the latter institution is

a program of basic and clinical research in advanced

heart surgery, with an attendant development program

in heart valve replacement.

In the field of private research and development, major

centers are operated by Denver-based Gates Rubber

Company in basic materials, and by Marathon Oil Com-

pany just south of Denver in all phases of petroleum

chemistry and technology. The latter company is noted

as maintaining one of the finest research laboratory fa-

cilities in the entire petroleum industry.
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What's NEW
~~

Ultra? m_

Personal service personified
What is personal service?

A waiter in a restaurant? maybe. But, there are
those times when you sit and sit ... and wish you
could get the personal service you find in an Automat!

Think of all the time you'd waste if you had to depend
on a telephone operator to get your number for you.
Even on long distance calls, don't you prefer to use
distance dialing?

Any time a third party enters the picture, it seems
wrong orders are made, wrong numbers dialed-valu-
able time lost.

At Ultra we believe personal service means filling your
spectographic needs-wherever you are-the quickest,
surest and most helpful way we can. That's why to
serve the needs of Canadian industry, we rely on
Technical Service-while in Europe, Heyden & Sons
will take care of graphite needs of our customers.
The advantages of working direct with a customer,
when possible, dictate this type of personal service to
the industry in the United States. Some of these
advantages are:

First - we offer undivided responsibility - from
engineering, through production and quality control
to assistance in your laboratory.

Second-we carry an extensive inventory of spectro-
graphic laboratory supplies ... 120 different stocked
electrode shapes ... a three-month's supply on hand.

Third-mail orders are shipped within 24-hours ...
phOl~e and telegraph orders received before noon are
shipped the same day.

Fourth-research and development, in collaboration
with recognized leaders in the field, keep our products
and services abreast of the latest refinements in pro-
cedures and techniques.

Fifth-all of our personnel are full-time specialists ...
technically competent to assist you.

If you are located in Canada, contact: Technical Serv,:
ice Laboratories, 355 King Street, W., Toronto 2B,
Ontario. In Europe, contact: Heyden and Sons, Ltd.,
Spectrum House, Alderton Crescent, London N.W. 4,
England. Or, write direct to Ultra Carbon Corporation,
P. O. Box 747, Bay City, Michigan 48709.

ULTRA

CARBON

CORPORATION
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